
Title: Sunroof / Sunshade Relearn Tips 2011 9-5 and 9-4X 

Date: 06/01/2011 

To: Saab Service Managers, Technicians, Advisor 

From: Orio Technical assistance 855-722-2762 x3 or tac@orioautoparts.com 

Models: 2011 Saab 9-5 & 9-4X 

 
CONDITION/CONCERN: 

A customer may comment the sunroof and/or sunshade does not close or does not close 
properly when using express feature. 

 
RECOMMENDATION/INSTRUCTIONS: 

Connect GDS2 to vehicle and select Module Diagnosis, Body Control Module, Data 
Display. From drop down menu select Sunroof Data check lines for Sunroof and 

Sunshade Not Learned if either indicates "active" proceed with next steps. This can also 

be used to relearn the roof and shade. 
 

Put vehicle ignition switch in accessory mode. (Hold start button for approximately 10 

seconds without your foot on the brake pedal) LED on mode switch should be green. 

 
The sunroof and sunshade switches have 2 detents. "Manual" indicates 

the first switch detent, use this detent throughout the procedure. 
 

Note: The manual detent on the switch is very soft and it is VERY easy to go past it to 
the express position. Going past that first detent will inhibit the relearn procedure and 

the process should be restarted. 
 

The sunroof must be learned before the sunshade can be learned properly. If only the 

sunshade is learned, it may appear to function properly for a time. 

 
To properly learn the sunroof depress the manual “open” switch (first detent) until the 

sunroof is open completely. Release switch. Now depress the manual “close” switch and 

hold for about 10 seconds. Do Not release the switch until the sunroof window is 
completely closed, finds the hard stop and moves slightly. GDS2 should now indicate 

Sunroof Not Learned inactive and the sunroof position should indicate closed. If 
so move to the next step. If the sunroof position does not indicate closed the sunroof is 

not learned. 
 

To properly learn the sunroof sunshade the sunroof glass must be closed and learned. 

Depress the sunshade “open” switch (first detent) until the sunshade is open completely. 

Release switch. Now depress the manual “close” switch and hold for about 10 seconds. 
Do Not release the switch until the sunshade is completely closed, finds the hard stop 

and moves slightly. GDS2 should now indicate Sunshade Not Learned inactive and the 
sunshade position should indicate closed. 
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Updated: 1/4/17 to clarify the open and close switch positions. 
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